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Score-performance matching, the problem of teaching machines

to follow along with live musical performers, has enjoyed nearly 25

years of study and development. It benefits composers of electro-acoustic

music and classical musicians who need a rehearsal partner. With the

advent of probabilistic models, score-performance matching can now be

accomplished with good accuracy, and future work will look to improve

sensitivity to the many parameters of expressive musical performances.

The primary challenges in score-performance matching are common

to most ‘live’ systems: reducing latency to an imperceptible amount and

running all computation in real time. The motivations for overcoming

these challenges are manifold. Automatic accompaniment systems, which

presuppose a reliable means of score-performance matching, can help

soloists rehearse with virtual orchestras for much longer than is logisti-

cally possible with human ones. Performers in electro-acoustic contexts,

often confused by foot pedals and other triggering devices, can focus on

their instruments instead. Digital music stands could render the infa-

mous arguments over who should be the page-turner obsolete and spare

percussionists the error-prone task of counting extended rests.

H I S T O R Y O F T H E P R O B L E M

The field of score-performance matching opened in Paris, France, at the

International Computer Music Conference of 1984. Two papers, one by

Barry Vercoe and another by Roger Dannenberg, presented alternative



systems for the task (Vercoe 1984; Dannenberg 1984). Vercoe’s paper was

quite short but succeeded in outlining the key sub-components of any

algorithm for following scores with the ultimate goal of accompanying a

live performer: listening, performing, and learning. Dannenberg’s paper,

considerably longer, detailed a string-matching algorithm for the task.

Although in keeping with the trends in artificial intelligence and algo-

rithmics at its time, this paper did not include an awareness of tempo or

probabilistic models, which have become important features of successful

systems recently.

Since Vercoe and Dannenberg, work in score-performance matching

has been continual and attracted well-known researchers in computer

music (Puckette 1995; Desain, Honing, and Heijink 1997; Orio, Lemou-

ton, and Schwarz 2003). Dannenberg himself has continued working

on the problem, most recently in collaboration with Lorin Grubb. The

Grubb-Dannenberg system estimates a continuous probability distribu-

tion function over possible future onsets to track the location of vocal

performers in real time (Grubb and Dannenberg 1997; Grubb and Dan-

nenberg 1998). Other successful systems in recent research, including the

system currently in use at ircam, have been based on hidden Markov

models (hmms), a more advanced probabilistic model (Cano, Loscos, and

Bonada 1999; Schwarz, Cont, and Schnell 2005). Probabilistic systems like

these offer a good compromise between having an awareness of tempo

and offering the soloist flexibility to change it, and due to their inferential

properties, they also help to reduce latency. Whatever the model, most

new advances in the field are presented at the International Computer

Music Conference.

M U S I C P L U S O N E

Music Plus One is another score-performance matching system based on

hmms, but its development of the basic model is more elaborate than its

competitors. Like the Vercoe model, it is divided into phases: ‘Listen’
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and ‘Play’. Given a complete score of the solo part, ‘Listen’ extracts onset

estimates from the soloist in real time (Raphael 1999). Given these onset

estimates and a full score, ‘Play’ realises an accompaniment in real time

while the soloist is performing (Raphael 2001). Inspired by old Music

Minus One recordings, the system focuses on synthesising live accom-

paniments for common-practise solo concertos, although its techniques

could be extended to other genres. Although the mathematical details

behind the system are heavy, most have simple musical interpretations,

e.g., a degree of rubato and how it might shift over time relative to a ‘car-

rier’ tempo than might be changing more gradually. Originally oriented

toward midi-based accompaniments, Music Plus One has also been ex-

tended to use time-scaled audio recordings of concerto accompaniments

(Raphael 2003).

Music Plus One is astonishingly good at its intended task, but open

questions remain in the field of score-performance matching. Most im-

portantly, all current systems consider only the timing aspects of accom-

paniment, i.e., how to ensure that the accompaniment plays at its in-

tended time. It does not, however, respond to changes of dynamic or

other expressive gestures that are commonly believed to be an essential

aspect of collaborative performances among human performers. More-

over, all current systems assume that a single soloist must be tracked, not

a polyphonic ensemble. An automatic electronic addition to an orchestra,

for example, would require some some mechanism of polyphonic pitch

tracking keep its place, which is not yet a solved problem. The next 25

years promise more exciting work.
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